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Global Invariant Manifolds in Dynamial Systems

Deember 10th { Deember 16th, 2000

The onferene, organized by Wolf-J�urgen Beyn (Bielefeld), Bernold Fiedler (Berlin)

and John Gukenheimer (Ithaa), brought together mathematiians interested in various

branhes of Dynamial Systems. Topis ranged from interval maps to in�nite dimensional

dynamial systems, desribed by partial di�erential equations; from theory to applia-

tions. The disussed approahes were based both on analytial methods and numerial

omputational tools. Most talks were losely related to at least one of the following topis:

� bifuration theory;

� in�nite dimensional dynamial systems;

� numerial methods;

� singular perturbations.

In eah of these areas the onept of invariant manifolds plays a quite important role

and helps understanding the dynamis. The onferene sessions were omplemented by

numerous informal disussions. Partiular emphasis was to provide an opportunity for

younger mathematiians to learn about the state of the art in the �eld.
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omposed by Vassili Gelfreih
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Abstrats

Convergene of enter manifolds for PDEs under spae disretization

Klaus B

�

ohmer

After a short review of bifuration numeris, we turn to enter manifolds for PDEs. In

most ases they require spae and time disretization. The e�ets of time disretization

have been studied for some ases, e.g., in Lubih/Ostermann. Spae disretizations seem

to be nearly untouhed.

Our approah applies to the atual disretizations of nonlinear problems. Spei�ally, we

have proved that some \simple" properties yield these results already for a large lass of

operators and disretizations. We require spaes with good approximation properties and

use the well known fat that stability proofs an be redued to the linear ase. Stability

is then redued to a sequene of results: Monotone operators yield a stable disretiza-

tion. Compat perturbations and bordered forms of operators with stable disretization

are stable i� the (original) inverse exists and is bounded. Our method inludes, e.g., �nite

di�erene, �nite element, and spetral methods, �nite volume and wavelet methods need to

be worked out. Variational rimes are admitted as well. All these methods are linear and

onsistently di�erentiable. Exatly these properties are needed for a onvergent omputa-

tion of bifuration and enter manifolds. Operators, to whih the above approah an be

applied, inlude reation-di�usion, Navier-Stokes and porous media systems. The theory

allows to prove onvergene of the oeÆients of the disrete enter manifolds to those of

the exat enter manifolds for PDEs under the above spae disretizations. We have to

require additionally that the enter manifold is omputed via a linear, invertible operator,

ombining the Frehet derivative of the di�erential operator with appropriate extensions

and borderings. This is orret for all standard ases.

Finding zeros by multilevel subdivision tehniques

Mihael Dellnitz

We present a new set oriented numerial method for the detetion of all the zeros of a given

(smooth) funtion g : R

n

! R

n

within a ompat region. The underlying idea is to view

lassial iteration shemes as spei� dynamial systems and to apply adaptive multilevel

subdivision tehniques for the omputation of their �xed points. These tehniques have

previously been developed for the identi�ation of arbitrary invariant sets of dynamial

systems. Based on this idea we onstrut a subdivision algorithm whih allows to reate

lose overings of the set of zeros of g. We prove onvergene of this algorithm in a

general abstrat ontext and propose three di�erent realizations whih are motivated by

the theoretial results. Finally we disuss the numerial eÆieny of these algorithms by a

omparison with a standard zero �nding proedure using a routine from the NAG library.
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Computation of Periodi Orbits and their Stable and Unstable Manifolds in

the N-Body Problem

Eusebius Doedel

It is shown how periodi solutions of systems of ordinary di�erential equations with one

onstant of motion an be ontinued numerially, using pseudo-arlength ontinuation.

The method is applied to ompute the family of Lyapunov periodi orbits that surround

the Lagrange point L1 in the restrited 3-body problem. It is also shown how ontinuation

an be used to ompute the stable and unstable manifolds assoiated with these periodi

orbits, using a boundary value approah. The method leads to easy detetion of homolini

and heterolini trajetories that play a role in spae-mission design. Finally it is shown

how one an ompute families of periodi solutions and their bifurations in the full 3-

body problem by adding suitable integral onstraints and unfolding parameters to take

are of the various invarianes. The method is applied to the reently found \�gure-8

orbit" of Montgomery, Cheniner, and Simo. Varying the mass of one of the three bodies,

onnetions are found, via bifurations, to solutions of the restrited 3-body problem. The

method used applies without hange to the N -body problem for general N .

Takens-Bogdanov bifurations without parameters

Bernold Fiedler

Joint work with Stefan Liebsher.

Bifuration theory deals with vetor �elds, whih depend on a parameter. In partiular

it studies hanges of dynamis near trivial equilibria. It is often onvenient to onsider

the parameter as an additional variable, whih satis�es the equation

_

� = 0. Then in this

extended phase spae the equilibria form an equilibrium manifold. In this leture we drop

the onstant parameter ondition, but keep the requirement of an equilibrium manifold.

As a hallenge to numeris, we present an example analogous to the Takens-Bogdanov bi-

furation. We derive normal forms and desribe the global dynamis of invariant manifolds

in a neighborhood of the equilibrium manifold. Appliations to non-Lax shoks in stritly

hyperboli sti�y nonlinear balane laws were skipped.

Finite Dimensional Dynamis in Reation-Di�usion Systems: Equilibrium

and Dynamis of Spikes.

Giorgio Fuso

In my talk I desribed some results (obtained in ollaboration with G.Bellettini) on dy-

namis of spikes for the system:
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where 0 < � < 1, � > 0 and 0 < � << 1.
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I disussed the following result:

Given N � 1, and points �
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; : : : ; �
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2 
, there is �� > 0 suh that, for � 2 (0; ��), there exists
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(where U is the unique positive radial solution of �U + U
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for some funtions �
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Moreover u
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is globally de�ned on [0;1) and
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�
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= O(exp(

�k

�

)):

The asymptoti behavior of

_

�

�

i

was also disussed.

Splitting of invariant manifolds

Vassili Gelfreih

Bifurations near a strong resonane in a Hamiltonian system with 2 degrees of freedom

were desribed by Arnold, Bryuno et al n 70'. The orresponding resonant normal forms

are integrable. On the other hand the original system is usually nonintegrable. The

nonintegrabvility is aused by the separatries splitting, whih is smaller than any power

of parameters, and an not be deteted by standard (e.g. Melnikov type) perturbation

methods. In this talk a new asymptoti formula for this exponentially small separatries

splitting is presented.

Morse theory on the spae of braids and Lagrangian dynamis

Robert Ghrist

Joint work with R. VanderVorst and J.B.VanderBerg [Leiden℄.

We onsider paraboli reurrene relations on a one-dimensional integral lattie: think of

these as disretization of a paraboli PDE. By interpreting solutions as disretized losed

positive braids, we obtain ow on spaes of braid diagrams whih exhibit a monotoniity

with respet to the algebrai length of the braid. Then we onstrut a Conley index for

braid lasses whih yields a topologial invariant independent of the dynamis and the

disretization. When this index is non-vanishing, the assoiated braid lass possesses an

invariant set for any paraboli reurrene relation.

We apply this mahinery to seond-order Lagrangians of the form L(u; u

0

; u

00

). Under a

very general variational hypothesis [twist ondition℄, the variational ow yields a paraboli

reurrene relation. We obtain foring theorems to prove existene of in�nitely many

periodi orbits.
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Bursting and period doubling in neuron models

Willy Govaerts

We are interested in developing numerial methods for the omputation of fold bifurations,

period -doubling bifurations and torus bifurations of periodi orbits and also of periodi

orbits with many spikes. This is motivated by the study of neuron models, in partiular

by the presene of many islands of asades of period-doubling bifurations. Suh islands

are present and well doumented in the literature in many models where no fast and slow

dynamis are present and no spiking behavior is observed. However in neural models these

islands are losely related to the birth of new spikes in a burst. Typially a new spike is

added (or removed) after the passage of periodi orbits through an island. We illustrate

this by extensive numerial tests in the ase of the model of Plant (the R15 neuron) and

the AB-neuron (Anterior burster neuron of the stomatogastri ganglion of the spiny lobster

Panulirus Interruptus). It is lear that a omputation of the islands is essential to a good

understanding of dynamis in the interesting parameter region.

Bifuration in slow-fast systems

John Gukenheimer

This leture desribed joint work with Kathleen Ho�man and Warren Wekesser. We

used the program AUTO to ompute families of periodi orbits in a slow fast system

with two fast and two slow variables and one varying parameter. We were surprised to

�nd a periodi orbit three separate anards, trajetory segments that follow unstable slow

manifolds. Our disovery prompted us to investigate the mehanisms assoiated with the

formation of anards in this example, and in generi slow-fast systems. The types of

bifurations that our in the family of periodi orbits we studied are still a mystery. We

have begun a program to lassify the bifurations that our near systems in whih the

slow-fast deomposition of the trajetories is degenerate.

Stability and instability of solitary waves

Mariana Haragus

We onsider the Euler equations desribing nonlinear waves on the free surfae of a three-

dimensional invisid, irrotational uid layer of �nite depth. For large surfae tension,

Bond number larger than 1=3, and Froude number lose to 1, the system possesses a one-

parameter family of two-dimensional, small-amplitude, traveling solitary wave solutions.

First we show that these solitary waves are spetrally stable with respet to two-dimensional

perturbations of �nite wave-number (joint work with Arnd Sheel). In partiular, we ex-

lude possible unstable eigenvalues in the long-wavelength regime, where a Boussinesq-

equation governs the dynamis, and unstable eigenvalues arising from non-adiabati in-

teration of the in�nite-wavelength soliton with �nite-wavelength perturbations. We then

onsider three-dimensional perturbations (joint work with M. Groves and S.-M. Sun). Us-

ing bifuration theory we prove the existene of a branh of periodially modulated solitary

waves. As a onsequene, we obtain that the solitary waves are unstable under transverse

periodi perturbations.
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Birkho� averages and bifurations

Joint work with Todd Young.

I will disuss the dependene of ergodi properties, in families of dynamial systems, on a

parameter. This will be worked out for interval maps. Spei�ally, let ff



g be a family of

unimodal maps on an interval, unfolding a boundary risis bifuration. Consider Birkho�

averages

�



(x) = lim

n!1

n�1

X

i=0

'(f

i



(x))

of a ontinuous funtion '. The behavior of (x; ) 7! �



(x) near the boundary risis

bifuration will be treated.

Generalized true slow serfaes and anards for slow-fast systems on the torus

without auxiliary parameters

Yulij Ilyashenko

Geometri theory of slow-fast systems was developed in 79 by Fenihel. He proved that

near the hyperboli part M of the slow surfae of the fast system, the slow-fast system has

the invariant manifold that depends smoothly on � (the time saling parameter.) It was

shown in the talk that this result is an easy onsequene of the theorem on the persistene of

a normally hyperboli smooth invariant manifold under perturbation. The generalization

of the Fenihel's theorem is obtained for the ase, when M is an invariant manifold of the

fast system, not neessarily onsisting of singular points only. This result is due to O.

Anosova. Another result shows that on a two torus there exist a slow-fast system without

an auxiliary parameter that has attrative anard yles for arbitrary small values of �

(joint result with J. Gukenheimer.) The system is _x = a� os x� os y; _y = �; a 2 (1; 2):

Numerial omputation of families of invariant urves for n-dimensional maps

and appliations

Angel Jorba

The talk fouses on a numerial study of a 6-D sympleti map that models the dynamis

near the triangular points of the Earth-Moon system. The map is obtained from a dis-

retization of a ontinuous model that inludes the e�et of the Sun as a periodi foring.

The study is based on the omputation of some 1 parametri families of invariant urves,

plus a numerial method to ompute their linear normal behaviour (inluding normal

frequenies). From these alulations, we an easily derive the existene of a quasi-stable

region for the model onsidered. This region is at some distane of the triangular points.

The results show a good agreement with a numerial simulation using the full solar system.
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Set oriented numerial methods: from global zero �nding to mission design,

Part II

Oliver Junge

Continuing part I of the talk we showed how to use set oriented numerial methods to rig-

orously ompute invariant sets in an in�nite dimensional disrete dynamial system. The

method is based on a Galerkin ansatz in order to redue the system to a �nite dimensional

one and the onept of topologially self onsistent apriori bounds in order to estimate

the errors made by negleting the higher order modes. The information on the resulting

�nite dimensional multivalued map (obtained by the set oriented methods and the Conley

index theory) is then lifted to the in�nite dimensional system. We ontinued the survey

by introduing the ontinuation algorithm for the omputation of global invariant mani-

folds of (in priniple) arbitrary dimension. We showed how to adapt this algorithm to the

Hamiltonian ontext and its appliation in the omputation of a global invariant manifold

of a periodi orbit in the irular restrited three body problem. We presented a new

approah for �nding energy eÆient trajetories for spaeraft, the \shotgun shooting"

method. The algorithm omputes pseudo-trajetories joining a given initial ondition to

a presribed target region in phase spae. Finally it was demonstrated how one an de-

tet nondegenerate odimension 1 heterolini bifurations in parameter dependent vetor

�elds by set oriented methods. The idea of the underlying hat algorithm is to ompute

intersetions of overings of stable and unstable manifolds for di�erent parameter values

and on di�erent levels of the approximation.

Homolini Branh Swithing (near Homolini Flip Points)

Bernd Krauskopf

Joint work with Bart Oldeman and Alan R. Champneys.

We present a new numerial method for swithing from a branh of k-homolini orbits

to a branh of lk-homolini orbits for any k and l. To this end we take l opies of

the original k-homolini orbit and set up Lin's method in appropriate ross setions.

By ontinuing in suitable ombinations of times between peaks, Lin gaps and system

parameters we onstrut the �nal lk-homolini orbit, whih an then be ontinued in the

system parameters alone. This method is now fully available in the HomCont part of the

pakage AUTO. It is illustrated with the omputation of all m-homolini orbits for all

m 2 f1; 5g ourring near odimension-two homolini ip bifurations. K and N .

Generalized Hopf bifuration for nonsmooth planar systems

Tassilo K

�

upper and Susanne Moritz

Hopf bifuration for smooth systems is haraterized by a rossing of a pair of omplex

onjugate eigenvalues of the linearized problem through the imaginary axis. Sine this ap-

proah is not at hand for nonsmooth systems we use the geometrial haraterization given
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by the hange from an unstable to a stable fous through a enter for a basi (pieewise)

linear system.

In that way we �nd two mehanisms for the destabilizing of the basi stationary solution

and for the generation of bifurating periodi orbits:

a generation swith of the stability properties or the inuene of the unstable subsystem

measured by the time of duration spent in the subsystem. The swith between stable and

unstable subsystems seems to be a general soure of destabilization observed in several

mehanial systems. We expet that the features analyzed for planar systems will help to

understand higher-dimensional systems as well.

Lyapunov{Type Numbers and Invariant Curves

Jens Lorenz

Consider smooth maps f(x; �); f : R

2

� R ! R

2

, whih have smooth losed invariant

urves �(�) in R

2

for � < �

1

. As �! �

1

, will the urves persist or break? To study this

question, four Lyapunov{type numbers �(�; p) et. are de�ned for � < �

1

and p 2 �(�).

Their behaviour is related to the question of possible break{up of the urves. Numerial

studies for the delayed logisti map illustrate the results.

Invariant manifolds under numerial disretization

Christian Lubih

The talk is onerned with the possible persistene of periodi orbits and invariant tori in

situations where hyperboliity gets lost or is not present at all. Three ases are onsidered:

- Hopf bifuration

- Dissipatively perturbed Hamiltonian systems

- Integrable Hamiltonian systems, KAM systems

For the latter two ases, sympleti numerial methods show good behaviour. The question

is onsidered as to how geometri properties (suh as sympletiity, reversibility) imply

favourable long-time dynamis of numerial methods.

Traveling Waves in Lattie Dynamial Systems with Imperfetions and

Patterns

John Mallet-Paret

We study a lass of bistable lattie di�erential equations typi�ed by

_u

i

= �

i
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) + �

i

(u

i�1

� u

i

)� f(u

i

); i 2 Z;

with �

i

; �

i

> 0 suitably bounded and f taken from a lass of bistable nonlinearities whih

inlude the ubi f(u) = (u

2

�1)(u�a) with �1 < a < 1. There are three prinipal results

of our studies.
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(1) In the ase �

i+p

= �

i

and �

i+p

= �

i

of spatial p-periodiity, existene and other prop-

erties of traveling wave (front) solutions joining ertain spatially periodi equilibria

fv

�

g as i! �1 are obtained, that is,

lim

i!�1

(u

i

(t)� v

�

i

) = 0: (�)

The results here extend to traveling waves in higher dimensional latties, suh as Z

d

.

(2) In the ase of pinning in (1), that is wave speed  = 0, the existene of an \invariant

monotone ontinuum," that is a totally ordered onneted invariant set � � l

1

in the

phase spae l

1

extending from v

�

to v

+

, with eah fug 2 � satisfying the \regularity

ondition" (*), is shown.

(3) An appropriate extension of a traveling wave solution to the ase where �

i

; �

i

are

not periodi in i is obtained. This extension entails replaing these oeÆients with

p-periodi ones e�

i

;

e

�

i

, applying the results (1) and (2), and then letting p!1. The

main tehnial diÆulty in taking this limit is ensuring the regularity ondition (*)

is maintained in the limit, and to this end ertain spetral onditions on an unstable

equilibrium v

0

between v

�

and v

+

must be assumed.

Exponential Averaging for PDE and the Splitting of homolini orbits

Karsten Matthies

An averaging method for paraboli PDE and also for ellipti PDE in in�nite ylinders is

presented. The method redues the inuene of nonautonomous rapid foring to exponen-

tial small remainder terms. This is applied to upper estimates for the size of the splitting

of homolini orbits.

NLS as a Prototype Dynamial System in In�nite Dimension

David W. MLaughlin

The nonlinear Shr�odinger equation is an exellent example of a near-onservative nonlinear

wave equation, whih should be viewed as an in�nite dimensional dynamial system. This

viewpoint displays properties suh as spatial oherene, temporal haos, spatio-temporal

haos, and dispersive wave turbulene.
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A geometrial approah to spatio-temporal haos for the Gray-Sott model

Yasumasa Nishiura

A new geometrial riterion for the transition to spatio-temporal haos (STC) arising in the

Gray-Sott model is presented. This is based on the interrelationship of global bifurating

branhes of ordered patterns with respet to supply and removal rates ontained in the

model. This viewpoint not only gives us a new riterion for the onset of spatio-temporal

haos but also lari�es how the orbit itinerates among several ordered patterns in in�nite

dimensional spae. Moreover the geometrial haraterization gives us a universal view-

point about the onset and termination of STC. There are at least two di�erent mehanisms

that ause re-injetion dynamis and drive the spatio-temporal haos: one is a generalized

heterolini yle onsisting of self-repliation and self-destrution proesses, and the other

involves annihilation of olliding waves instead of self-destrution.

Invariant Manifolds and Chaoti Dynamis in Random Dynamial Systems

Gunter Ohs

We disuss the notion of stable and unstable manifolds in the setup of random dynamial

systems, whih provide a \pathwise" interpretation of dynamis inuened or perturbed by

probabilisti noise. The manifolds are random sets, whih are moving under time evolution.

By a random version of the Smale-Birlho� theorem due to Gundlah transversal intersetion

of stable and unstable manifolds auses haoti dynamis. This type of behavior is observed

in numerial simulations of the DuÆng { van der Pol osillator perturbed by multipliative

white noise in a ertain parameter regime. We briey desribe our set-oriented numerial

methods for the approximation of random unstable manifolds. These inlude a box overing

method based on an algorithm of Dellnitz and Hohmann for deterministi systems. In the

ase of one-dimensional unstable manifolds we also alulate polygonal approximations.

Non-orientable manifolds in three-dimensional vetor �elds

Hinke Osinga

Non-orientable manifolds in three-dimensional vetor �elds are topologially equivalent to

a M�obius strip. Suh manifolds typially arise as stable or unstable manifolds of a saddle

periodi orbit. In this ase, they an be studied in a Poinar�e setion as one-dimensional

manifolds of a saddle point of the orresponding Poinar�e �rst return map. The two-

dimensional manifold of the vetor �eld is non-orientable if the one-dimensional manifold

in the Poinar�e setion orresponds to a negative eigenvalue of the Jaobian at the saddle

point. We haraterise the ow on non-orientable invariant manifolds and argue that it

is useful to study two-dimensional manifolds in the full state spae as opposed to one-

dimensional manifolds of planar di�eomorphisms.
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Stability and instability of spiral waves

Bj

�

orn Sandstede

We investigate instability mehanisms of spiral waves on large unbounded domains. Speif-

ially, we are interested in far-�led and ore breakup of spiral waves as well as in the

transition to meandering and drifting waves. Using spetral properties of spiral waves on

bounded and unbounded domain, we predit the onset to instability aused by absolute

instabilities. We also predit the super-spiral struture of meandering and drifting waves

that bifurate at Hopf bifurations. This is joint work with Arnd Sheel.

Coexistene in spatially extended systems

Arnd Sheel

We study bifurations from spatially homogeneous equilibria in reation-di�usion systems

in R

n

. We �rst review results in one spatial dimension, n = 1. Emphasis is laid on degen-

erate bifurations, where di�erent, stable states exist. We show that interfaes between

homogeneous or long-wavelength states typially move, whereas for example Turing pat-

terns or standing waves typially an oexist with a homogeneous state. We then show

bifuration of radially symmetri, temporally stationary or periodi, patterns in R

n

. We

interpret these patterns as oexistene patterns, where front propagation is balaned by

interfaial energy | in the nonvariational ontext of reation-di�usion systems. In ase

of a Turing instability, we show existene of fous defets, onsisting of onentri rings.

Proves are based on a non-autonomous enter-manifold redution and normal form theory

for radial dynamis in the far-�eld, ombined with a mathing proedure in the enter of

the pattern.

Modulating pulse solutions for a lass of nonlinear wave equations

Guido Shneider

Joint work with Mark Groves.

We onsider modulating pulse solutions for a nonlinear wave equation on the in�nite line.

Suh a solution onsists of a permanent pulse-like envelope steadily advaning in the lab-

oratory frame and modulating an underlying wave-train. The problem is formulated as an

in�nite-dimensional dynamial system with one stable, one unstable and in�nitely many

neutral diretions. Using a partial normal form and invariant-manifold theory we establish

the existene of modulating pulse solutions whih deay to small-amplitude disturbanes

at large distanes.
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Qualitative Properties of Disretizations for Index 2 Di�erential Algebrai

Equations

Johannes Shropp

We analyze Runge-Kutta disretizations applied to index 2 di�erential algebrai equations

(DAE's). We ompare the asymptoti features of the numerial and the exat solutions. It

is shown that disrete methods satisfying the �rst order onstraint ondition of the DAE

exatly reprodue the geometri properties of the smooth system orretly. The proof

ombines embedding tehniques for DAE's with an invariant manifold result of Nipp and

Sto�er.

Smoothness of Invariant Manifolds and Foliations for Nonautonomous

Dynamial Systems

Stefan Siegmund

Nonautonomous dynamial systems are skew-produts where the base ould be a proba-

bility spae, a topologial spae, a ompat group, et. This notion extends dynamial

systems theory to nonautonomous problems, e.g.

� Nonautonomous ODEs / PDEs

� Stohasti ODEs / PDEs

� Control systems

� Disretization problems

� Flows with symmetry

� Delay equations

We present new results on the smoothness of invariant manifolds and foliations.

Invariant manifolds in geometri singular perturbation theory

Peter Szmolyan

We present a geometri singular perturbation analysis of a hemial osillator. In this

problem interesting dynamial phenomena like relaxation osillations, anard solutions,

and mixed mode osillations our. Thus, the problem is interesting in itself, however,

the main theme of the talk is to explain reent developments in the dynamial systems

approah to singular perturbation problems in the ontext of a spei� example.

Geometri singular perturbation theory has been very suessful in the ase of normally

hyperboli ritial manifolds, i.e. in singular perturbation problems with exponential layer

behaviour. However, at points where normal hyperboliity fails, e.g. at fold points in van

der Pol type relaxation osillators, the well developed geometri theory has diÆulties. In

the hemial osillator problem various prototypial types of loss of normal hyperboliity

our. We show how blow-up tehniques an be used to understand the dynamis and

asymptotis of suh problems.
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Dimension of non-loal bifurational problem

Dmitrii Turaev

Some general sheme for a development of non-loal bifurations is proposed. The approah

is as follows: before starting to study a partiular bifuration problem, we are looking

to a partiular hyperboli struture whih presents here. Plus, onsideration related to

ontration of volumes in the enter-unstable diretion are important. We also disuss,

why there is seemingly no other restritions to the rihness of the dynamis whih ould

be generated by homolini bifurations.

Existene and stability of modulating pulse solutions for

Maxwell's equations desribing nonlinear optis

Hannes Ueker

Joint work with Guido Shneider.

We show the existene and stability of bifurating modulating pulse solutions for Maxwell's

quasilinear integro{di�erential equations desribing nonlinear optis. These solutions on-

sist of a traveling pulse{like envelope modulating a traveling wavetrain. They an be

desribed using a generalized Ginzburg{Landau equation that has exponentially stable

pulses. The existene proof for the modulating pulses for Maxwell's equation uses a enter

manifold redution for the spatial dynamis formulation. For the stability of these pulses

we use Floquet{theory and ombine the validity of the modulation equation with the ex-

ponential stability of the pulses in the modulation equation. The analysis is worked out in

detail for bulk media, and we disuss how the results extend to optial �bers.
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